
On September 2-4, in Zurich, the

Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute for Econ-

omic and Social Studies will sponsor

an International Forum on the Control

of Human Aging. As many readers of

Current Contents o will know, I am

fascinated, for personal as well as for

scientific reasons, by research into the

prolongation of life.1 The topic of the

forthcoming Forum in Zurich is merely

another reflection of the, crescendo of

interest in development of methods to

prolong youthful vigor and useful life.

Others are the formation of an Ameri-

can Aging Association, plans for a

Symposium on Thanatology to be held
in November 1972, and–one 1 fmd
especially indicative-the fact that a
Psychology To&y research question-

naire on death produced the largest
response in the journal’s series of
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questionnaires, far outdrawing that on
~~.z

About six months ago 1 wrote a

review of Gerald Gruman’s “A History

of Ideas about the Prolongation of Life”
and submitted it for publication in

Science. Much to my chagrin, it was

turned down, not apparently because

of any lack of merit in the review, but

because the work in question, although
never reviewed in Science, was already

three years old. I find that basis for

rejection rather strange considering the

many reviews published in Science and

elsewhere of reprinted works, some of

them more than a century old. So I

~ publishing the review here, in the
hope that it will help in gaining for
Gruman’s book the wider audience it

seems to me to deserve.

BOOK REVIEW

“A History of Ideas About the Prolongation of Life, ” Gerald J. Gruman,
Transactions of the American philosophical Society, Vol. 56, Part 9, The Ameri-

can Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, December 1966, 102 pp. $3.oo.

Prolongevity is the study of prolong- 1for immortality. However, to attempt
ing life before death. The qualification to cover the history of man’s quest for

is necessary because revitalization after I spiritual immortality (resurrec~ion) re-
death is the preoccupation of the

cry onics movement, mentioned in an

earlier review (New Scierstr”st,46, 59o,
June 18, 1970).3 In Gruman’s fantasti-
cally scholarly work, he has unavoid-
ably given us also keen historical in-
sights concerning man’s eternal quest

quires one to write a history of man’s

religions.
To critique a work which has stated

its own case so ably is a challenge

suited to a poet. An information scien-

tist like myself can only hope to select

and condense what already has been
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painfully and carefully selected and con-

densed by the author. How does one

avoid an obvious case of plagiarism?

Gruman himself coined the term pro-

Zongevity and defined it as “the signifi-
cant extension of the length of life by
human action.” Since “the problem of

death is a central part of the dilemma

of modern man” whose world is char-

acterized by marked decline of the faith

in supernatural salvation, man’s re-
sponse is frequently to ignore the issue

of death and even place a taboo on its

discussion. For political reasons, there-
fore, it is expedient to adopt the

“meliorist” approach to this problem.
Meliorism includes the public health

and research approach to the cure of

specific diseases. Meliorism has in-

creased length-of-life but has not really

affected life-span. Indeed, life-expect-
ancy at birth has increased from about
20 years in Roman times to about 70
years today. But life-expectancy at age
40 has, in fact, declined recently due

primarily to the rising rate of accidental

death. Statisticians have determined

that man’s “natural” life-span is about

110 years. Even this is subject to argu-

ment. The replacement of the present

cardiovascular definition of death by

another involving brain function could

alter that f~re significantly. The
mounting economic and social strain

which every family is feeling today is

the inevitable consequence of the

meliorist “victory. ”

A growing population of aged in a

comatose or senile condition makes this

scholarly work extremely relevant to
every citizen. A popularized version

would be well received. Any scientist

should welcome this monograph priced

absurdly low by the venerable American

Philosophical Society of Philadelphia.

It is significant that the APS Librarian
is Dr. Richard Shryock, “Dean” of
American medical historians, who is

quoted by Gruman. Rather prophetical-
ly he said in 1956, “Franklin and others
envisaged the indefinite prolongation of
life as a goal of science; recent achieve-
ments have not extended life-span. If
the day ever comes when it is attained,

the most momentous results would fol-

low. The future of society will depend

upon developments in medicine much

as the outcome in medicine has always

depended upon trends within society.”

I personally resent the idea of acci-

dental or sudden cardiac death, fear the

real possibility of senile decline and

consequent dependence and effective

denial of my freedom. Don’t you?

Gmman has shown that from the

earliest times leading scientists and

thinkers have felt the same. We should

thank him for this reminder lest we lose

courage in our eternal battle with death.
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